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Figure 1:

« Gina Laing (Cootes) de la Première nation Uchucklesaht et survivante de
l’école résidentielle d’Alberni, a reçu en cadeau une reproduction de l’image
qu’elle a peinte à l’école lorsqu’elle était enfant, de la part de Mary Jo Hughes, Directrice des University of Victoria Legacy Art Galleries. Au cours
de la cérémonie de rapatriement, elle a aussi reçu l’original. En raison de
la fragilité de toutes les œuvres originales, les survivants ont aussi reçu des
reproductions pour leur usage personnel. » — Andrea Walsh. Étudiés par les
anthropologues, exposés à travers le pays, et discutés entre les générations
des membres des communautés autochtones, de tels dessins appartiennent
à une large entreprise de poursuite en justice, de recherche de la vérité, de
réconciliation et de commémoration.
“Alberni Indian Residential School survivor Gina Laing (Cootes) of First Nation Uchucklesaht received, as a gift, the reproduction of a painting she
produced as a child while at the school, from Mary Jo Hughes, Director
of the University of Victoria Legacy Art Galleries. During the repatriation
ceremony, she was handed the original. However, owing to the fragility of
all original works, other survivors were also given copies for their personal
use.” — Andrea Walsh. Studied by anthropologists, exhibited throughout
the country, and discussed among intergenerational members of aboriginal
communities, such drawings belong to a vast undertaking of legal action,
truth, reconciliation, and commemoration.
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Figure 2:

Exécutées par des enfants viennois en temps de crise sous la direction de Franz
Cizek, artiste viennois avant-gardiste, ces gravures sur bois furent présentées
à un public composé de travailleurs humanitaires et de pédagogues, aﬁn
de stimuler une levée de fonds pour l’œuvre caritative des Quakers dans la
capitale autrichienne à l’époque de sa reconstruction, de même que réformer
l’enseignement de l’art dans les villes de Grande Bretagne et d’Amérique où
l’exposition voyagea. L’expression joyeuse des enfants symbolise l’endurance,
l’espoir et le caractère original de l’art juvénile. Attribuée à Bella Vichon,
cette procession datée de 1916 demeure l’une des rares représentations de
cette collection mettant en scène des soldats.
Executed by Viennese children at in a time of hardship, under the guidance
of the progressive Viennese artist Franz Cizek, these woodcuts were presented to a humanitarian and pedagogical public, to raise funds for the Quakers’ work in the Austrian capital under reconstruction, and to transform
the teaching of art in the hundreds of British and American places where the
exhibition travelled. The joy of children’s expressions symbolised resilience,
hope, and the originality of children’s art. Bella Vichon’s scene of a procession executed in 1916 is one of the rare ones to include soldiers.
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Figure 3:

Simultanéité des événements, détails des descriptions des armes, image d’un
enfant emmené par la main, drapeaux républicains, ambulance, tentes et
grabats, autant de témoignages visuels d’une expérience enfantine de la
guerre, vraisemblablement de première main. Récoltés dans l’un des refuges
républicains pour enfants déplacés ou victimes de la guerre d’Espagne, ces
dessins, comme des centaines d’autres provenant du conﬂit, étaient censés
aider les pensionnaires à surmonter leurs difﬁcultés. Reçus au Canada par le
Président du Canadian Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, ils devaient
émouvoir pour provoquer solidarités internationales et donations humanitaires. Exposés en ligne par les Archives provinciales de l’Ontario, ils servent
aujourd’hui à commémorer les “enfants qui se retrouvent sans défense au
cœur d’un conﬂit armé” et “rappellent la fragilité et, en même temps, la
réslience des enfants pendant des périodes d’adversité.”
Simultaneous events, detailed description of weapons, a child led by the
hand, Republican ﬂags, ambulance, tents and stretchers: all these images
are but visual testimonies of children’s wartime experience, likely ﬁrst-hand
drawings. Collected in one of the Republican refuges for displaced children
or war victims, these artistic expressions — as hundreds of others executed
during the Spanish Civil War — must have helped refugee children to cope
with their ordeal. The president of the Canadian Committee to Aid Spanish
Democracy used these drawings to stimulate international solidarity and humanitarian donations. Posted online by Archives of Ontario, they now serve
to commemorate “children who ﬁnd themselves defenseless in the midst of
an armed conﬂict” and “remind us of both children’s vulnerability and resilience during periods of adversity.”
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Figure 4:

Humanitaire d’Oxfam Canada en mission au Honduras au début des années
1980, Meyer Brownstone a conservé les dessins d’un enfant avec lequel il s’était
lié d’amitié et dont il a perdu la trace. La représentation picturale expressive assortie de la description du traitement brutal et de l’assassinat de civils arrachés
à leur foyer par de sombres soldats continue de l’émouvoir. À la fois souvenirs
et témoignages, ces dessins se trouvent aujourd’hui dans un fonds éponyme
déposé à la Carleton University Library Archives and Research Collection que
consultent les descendants des victimes, les travailleurs humanitaires et les historiens, en sus des photographies et des rapports produits lors de ses visites.
Meyer Brownstone, an Oxfam Canada Humanitarian visitor in Honduran
camps in the early 1980s, has kept the drawings of a child he befriended and
never found again. These vivid pictorial and written descriptions of the brutal handling and killing of civilians taken out of their homes by dark soldiers
continue to move him. They serve as both keepsakes and testimonies, and
they are now in his fonds at Carleton University Library Archives and Research Collections, where descendants, humanitarian workers, and historians
consult them alongside pictures and reports of his visits.
Sources / credits : Figure 1 : Andrea Walsh | Figure 2 : Francesca M. Wilson, A
Lecture by Professor Cizek, London, Children’s Art Exhibition Fund, 1921. Internet
Archives, https://archive.org/details/lectureby00wils | Figure 3 : “Je m’appelle Alfred Brauner,” Guy Baudon, 2011, http://www.enfance-violence-exil.net/index.php/
eve/video/it/13/404 / 2011 | Figure 4 : Dominique Marshall
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Children’s Drawings and Humanitarian Aid:
Transnational Expressions and Exhibitions
Dominique Marshall*
ABSTRACT
This article offers a broad survey of the use of children’s drawings in the
history of humanitarian aid, thanks to select examples taken from the
author’s research in Canada but also elsewhere in the world. It examines how various organizations, over the last decades, and historians
have treated these drawings. Borrowing concepts and methods from a
host of disciplines, it helps understand the history of childhood psychology, pedagogy, children’s art, intergenerational humanitarian relations,
children’s rights, and juvenile perception in the course of humanitarian
interventions. The article uncovers the history of the medium, its promotors, and detractors and further proposes pathways to identify, despite the
hurdles, hints of genuine children’s expression.
Introduction
In the history of humanitarian aid, children’s drawings are omnipresent, for better or for worse. The worse is a “pornography of
poverty,” a simplistic and paternalistic industry of pity, which
speaks only about the symptoms of inequalities and of solutions,
*

I would like to thank my colleagues who have encouraged me to write
this survey, from Nancy Janovicek to Jo-Anne McCutcheon, including
Christelle Sethna, Sarah Glassford, Jill Campbell-Miller, Kevin O’Sullivan
as well as the numerous members of the Canadian Network on Humanitarian History, a number of them non-for-proﬁt organization workers. I
also want to thank the students who assisted me in this research: Will Tait,
Julia Sterparn, Erica Muñoz, Francesca Taucer, Victoria Hawkins, Carlos
Uriel Contreras Flores, and Shawn Anctil. Monica Patterson has generously shared her knowledge with me and so did Andrea Walsh through
her expertise of children’s drawings from the Alberni Indian Residential
School. The research projects deriving from these drawings were funded
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instead of causes. In this context, the mobilization of actions and
works by children may represent some of the most simplistic
methods of fundraising for help between nations. The better
is a communication between givers and receivers of aid, independent and thoughtful on each side.1 In these circumstances,
children’s expression plays another role to unlock opportunities
and remove stereotypes. This overview of the multiple and contradictory roles of children’s pictorial expression in humanitarian
history also shows that international aid is an integral part of the
history of drawing, as is the case for its more extensively studied
relative, humanitarian photography. Moreover, children’s drawings produced or used during humanitarian experiences have
played an active part in the development of many types of expertise, from psychology to pedagogy, including philosophy, art
history, anthropology, and plastic arts. My study borrows from
this knowledge and presents rare practitioners in each discipline
who have analysed the genre of humanitarian children’s artwork
in itself.
This effort to place children’s drawings into context
and study their meanings for the history of international aid,
is relatively new. As a starting point, I focus on the drawings
encountered in my research on the history of children’s rights and
the history of non-governmental organizations (NGOs). I touch
on the following aspects: the identity of the artists and the variety of roles that the drawings may have played in their own lives;
the contexts, actors, conditions of production, and collection of
the drawings; the audiences anticipated and not anticipated by
by the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada, the
Association of Commonwealth Universities, the Leverhulme Trust, and
the Carleton University Research Ofﬁce. A host of archivists provided help
in support of these projects, notably from the State Archives of Geneva,
the United Nations Archives, the Herbert Hoover Presidential Library
and Museum, Library and Archives Canada, Carleton University Library
Archives and Research Collection, and Oxfam Archives recently transferred
to the Bodleian Library. Finally, I would like to thank Michel Ducharme,
Carolyn Podruchny, Jacqueline Holler, and Ian Wereley for their patient
and collective work of editing and translation.
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the various artists; themes, styles, selection modalities, circulation chains, exhibition, publication, and archiving histories; the
nature of contemporary and posterior receptions; problems of
ethical and intellectual property related to the drawings’ use;
the question of the existence of aspects speciﬁc to these types of
drawings; and their interpretations as a source of historical work.
Drawings from Religious Missions
If we think of missionaries as the ﬁrst humanitarians, among the
oldest drawings by young wards of which I am aware are those
painted by Wu Lan, one of the ﬁrst Chinese in the United States,
who arrived in New England in 1823 to study at the Cornwall
Foreign Mission School. With a view to raising money, the mission school used exhibits of children’s performances and works.
Childhood historian Sanchez-Kepler uncovered 19 watercolours
accompanied by English and Cantonese texts attributed to a
19-year-old man, as many contributions to a collective “friendship album” for a beloved teacher.2 The tools of English and
postcolonial literature help her identify pieces of personal expression among the exercises of recopying that the preparation of
such albums involved, despite the ponderousness of educational
and national codes. The attentive juxtaposition by Wu Lan of
two language and pictorial idioms provides keys to understanding the friendships and concerns of a young man making sense of
the collision of the two worlds in which he evolved.
The history of colonial education tells us that the space of relative
freedom necessary for children’s expression was rarely given to
non-European pupils of Christian missions. Still, the works of Wu
Lan show that the act of painting or writing “open[ed] to other
possibilities of expression and gestures toward other possible
relations.”3 According to sociologist and education historian
de La Ferrière, this very opening represents “the source of the
rhetorical and emotional power conveyed by these documents.”4
Thus, the active nature of the childhood drawings would call
out to humanitarian audiences for reasons that are different from
the appeal of the passive representations of poor children, more
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typical of humanitarian campaigns. However, de La Ferrière
does not presume the truth of this expression: what counts, he
writes, is that “We hear (or we think we hear) the children’s own
voices.”5 We will return to this point.
One hundred and ﬁfty years later, children’s drawings
from the Alberni Indian Residential School in British Columbia,
recently exhibited at the Canadian Museum of History as part
of the end of the work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (2008-2015),6 also represent a collection of
children’s expressions rescued from missionary history. In this
case, however, the collection involves long-hidden works, with a
deferred emotional charge. The Commission had always assumed
that the art of adults who had survived the Indian residential
schools could hold “a strong cultural and social power,” serving
not only as a witness and a means of retrospective healing, but
also as an opportunity for education and communication.7 The
First Nations Family and Child Caring Society of Canada had
also called for artistic productions on the theme of reconciliation
from today’s Canadian children and used them as the basis of
the association’s logo.8 Finally, cases were mentioned of artists,
including Aboriginal artists, who had given classes in residential schools, offering students both a refuge and some recovery
of their self-esteem.9 But before the discovery of the Alberni
drawings by anthropologist Andrea Walsh from the University
of British Columbia, it was hard to imagine that accounts of
children at the time of internment had survived the closure of
residential schools. Five years ago, she realized that Robert Aller,
artist and volunteer art teacher in the early 1960s,10 had kept 47
paintings done by children at the residential school of Vancouver
Island. After this ﬁnding, Walsh started to look for the artists
and their descendants.11
Local journalist Judith Lavoie gathered the comments of
one of the artists, now Hereditary Chef of the Ahousaht First
Nation on Vancouver Island. His account shows that, more than
the act of drawing, the protection that the teacher of the art class
offered, removed as it was from the sexual violence of the dormitory, appears to have motivated the students:
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[Maquinna Lewis] George … was sent to Alberni Indian
Residential School when he was about six years old. Soon
after his arrival, he jumped at the chance of taking art
classes because they would get him out of early bedtime:
“They used to put us to bed at 6 p.m. and the art classes
were between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.,” he recalled. It was
during the evening that most sexual abuse happened
— dorm supervisor Arthur Henry Plint was eventually branded a “sexual terrorist” by the courts. “I credit
those classes with keeping me from being abused,” said
George, who was physically abused at the school but
escaped the sexual abuse that many of his friends and
siblings suffered ... “I want my story kept alive,” said
George, who remembers the kindness shown to him by
volunteer art teacher Robert Aller as being in stark contrast to the harsh realities of life at the school.
Over time, these painted pages have taken on new meanings. Studied by the Commission, exhibited across the country,
expressions of young victims, they ﬁgure amongst the traces of
a scandal hidden for decades. At the Canadian Museum of History, the event of 1 June 2015 included the exhibit of works as
well as “the incredible story of the repatriation of these childhood paintings as told by the Survivors themselves, and the role
art has played in both truth telling and reconciliation.”12 The
exhibit creators suggested that “artworks dealing with trauma
contribute to healing either the artist or the public.”13 The question of their therapeutic value at the time of their production is
less well known than their curative value today, and we can hope
along with the experts of trauma that they will become objects
of cultural studies.14 After their rediscovery, some of the Alberni
paintings returned to the artists, while others were archived. The
ethics of their ownership also has a story: two years ago, they
became objects of a repatriation ceremony, during which the
descendants of the child painters carried the artwork in front of
them, as tokens of transmission of memory and possibly a symbol of “cultural vitality.”15
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The Alberni paintings, as the Ahousaht Chief recalled in his
interview with the Times Colonist, also attest to the generosity of a
white teacher who, in addition to encouraging the production of
the works, recognized the importance of preserving them. Robert Aller did ask each of his students to leave him one painting.
Aller taught art in prisons and at the YMCA, and championed
Aboriginal art. His work with children, “whose curiosity and spontaneity met his own” and to whom he preferred to give materials
to “let them discover their own mode of expression,” represented
the most joyful part of his career. Under his tutelage, children who
were otherwise punished at the mention of their original culture
had a unique opportunity to “remember where they came from
…,” by painting scenes from their memories and perhaps receiving
from Aller the rudiments of Aboriginal artistic traditions.16 This
attention to the pictorial conventions of their own culture might
have facilitated the children’s expression. The story of Alberni’s
drawings shows a relationship between children’s artwork, philanthropy, and the struggle, in modern art, for the integration of
“local stories, practices and beliefs.”17 We will come back to this
theme, present throughout analyses of humanitarian artwork.
If, to my knowledge, we do not ﬁnd children’s drawings in
the archives of the anti-slavery movements, these other ancestors
of modern humanitarian aid, it is partly because children’s works
are often ephemeral and because the possibility to express oneself
through a medium that will survive distance and time declines
with diminished wealth. Artists from the mid-nineteenth century
who took interest in the particularities of the graphic language of
children had already pointed out the transient nature of children’s
media of expression. French literary ﬁgure Théophile Gautier, for
instance, spoke of images of “little fellows charcoaled by lads on
the walls” of cities.18 In 1983, Jean Mohr, the “humanist photographer” and delegate of the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC), found a way to overcome the precariousness
and immobility of the works of displaced children living in the
Jordanian camp of Jerash by bringing back the image of a wall
covered in scribblings, irremovable signs of free and spontaneous
expressions of refugee children.19
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Fifteen years earlier, when passing through Kakya in
Uganda, Mohr had “taken images” of school children dancing for
visitors, a type of communication that audiences overseas could
not directly receive. Looking at the young artists and their works
photographed by Mohr, one also understands how, at the time
of their production, drawings could offer a form of play for their
creators. At the turn of the twentieth century, many reformist
educators had already highlighted this aspect of children’s art in
campaigns designed to counter the rigidity of the art lessons of
their contemporaries. These supporters of “free art” were in turn
divided amongst those for whom the role of art stopped there,
at games, and those who had seen in it a true means of growth,
such as the teacher at the Alberni School.
Mohr recalls that the Red Cross had chosen to send him
to tour the camps because of the “softness” of his photographs,
focused on testimonies with which “the people could identify.”
Concerned not to show his subjects “in the conditions of weakness
that would have harmed them,” he photographed the laughing
of children and the games they were inventing from “almost
nothing,” to convey hope and provoke action and intervention.
Last year, for the 150th anniversary of the ICRC, the travelling
exhibit of Mohr’s pictures made its way to Ottawa and gave to
the expressions of Jerash children a new life. Through Mohr’s
work, messages of the youth from Kakya and Jerash crossed time
and space, as he had wished: “I remain extremely sensitive to the
evolution of what is happening. If my images could still be valuable for other struggles, I would be very happy.”20 This positive
aspect of the children’s work collected in Jordan and Kenya represents a key issue for the writing of humanitarian history. The
happiness of the subjects might have been not just the product
of an adult selection, but the choice of the children themselves.
Similarly, child artists’ choices might explain why the Alberni
paintings do not appear to have recorded directly the pain of
conﬁnement.
Indeed, psychologists, sensitive to the multiplicity of forms
of information that a child’s drawing may contain, have studied
the cases of youth aware of the uncertainty of their future who
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chose to represent only the best of themselves in artwork that
they would be proud to leave behind them.21 These examples
also show that adults are not the only ones to inﬂuence the drive
and circulation of children’s drawings, and that youth themselves
have an audience and ends in mind.22 What appears to impress
the humanitarians who keep and exhibit this type of artwork
is the ability of youth in difﬁculty to evoke what exists beyond
the walls, using their memories or their imagination. Those who
want to pay homage to children’s lives often believe that there
is no better way to do so than to publish these images of hope,
as in the case of posthumous collections of the pictorial works of
children from clandestine classes of the Terezin Concentration
Camp in Nazi Germany.23 This theme in particular is interesting,
because it runs counter to the discredited humanitarian tendency
of depicting children as being isolated to generate the pity of
donors. Alternatively, it is possible that the children of Alberni
kept quiet, reduced to silence out of fear of an omnipresent
enemy, as many participants to a “culture of silence” maintained
by their seniors.24
The Great War and its Aftermath
The young artists associated with the humanitarian work of Herbert Hoover at the time of the World War I, ﬁrst in Belgium,
then in central Europe, and ﬁnally in the Soviet Union, were
often children of the middle class sending American donors a
message of gratitude at the instruction of their teachers. Sent in
groups, produced in school settings, their images and texts are
found in West Branch, Iowa, in the collection of the presidential
library, where I studied them seven years ago.25
These drawings from Belgian children ﬁgure among many
tokens of transatlantic gratitude, next to lace, embroidery and
other items made by adults. At the time of the German invasion, public school teachers were known for using Froebelian
pedagogy, fostering drawings and watercolours, with a view to
developing observation and growth.26 Some of the young student artists appear to have found in this work, performed in
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school with the predetermined goal of thanking faraway donors,
enough latitude to pair their appreciation with an independent
message. For example, some students’ artworks were accompanied by text reminding American children that it was their duty
to help the Belgian children who were personally suffering to
defend the freedoms from which all countries would beneﬁt; others thanked the American benefactors not as recipients but as
donors on equal footing, because they would in turn distribute
the transatlantic offerings to the poor Belgians of their neighbourhoods. Willingness to engage in public life, expressions of
political sympathies, these messages denoted a political agency
of interest to the humanitarian historian.27 By making use of
pictorial art as a means for exchange between children of different countries — who often spoke different languages — the
Commission for Relief in Belgium joined the international youth
movements of the last century that had encouraged international
Pen Pal programs, from the Red Cross to the Scouts and Guides,
including the YMCA.28 At the start of the century, the recognition of the political role of children was often synonymous with
the educational project that the Declaration of the Rights of the
Child would codify in 1924 in its ﬁfth and last point: “The child
must be brought up in the consciousness that his talents must be
devoted to the service of his fellow men.”29
Created far enough away from the conﬂict, the Belgian
works also permit reﬂection on the meaning of distance and
its consequences. School principal Pierre de Panaﬁeu produced
a book on, and a virtual exhibition of, a collection of Alsatian
drawings produced in 1916 at the request of a teacher who had
invited his students to illustrate the conﬂict. Panaﬁeu’s careful
juxtapositions with the media, drawings or postcards to which
the children had access, help identify children’s basis for representations of the conﬂict. What such pictures show, he writes,
is that the children were paying “great attention to very recent
events.”30 They also show that “children are actively responding
to and negotiating cultural symbols most relevant to their environment.”31 Studies of childhood representations of the attacks
on the World Trade Center in 2001 add an insight into the issue
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of proximity: young witnesses to violence seem to depict scenes
less horrible than those painted by children who can only rely on
their imagination or on second-hand accounts.32
Questioned decades after the Great War, one of the children
of the École alsacienne conﬁrmed that the violence in his drawings
represented his own expression rather than that of his teachers:
All that happened at the time of the World War I,
between my twelfth and thirteenth birthday. Of course,
at the École alsacienne, a strong patriotism reigned as
its name indicates. In our childhood drawings, under
the tutelage of the wonderful and charming Maurice
Testard, [their teacher] we tried to outdo each other
with bloody gibes against the Kaiser and his soldiers
with their spiked helmets. But it was entirely of our
creation; because I have no memory that our teachers,
although they extolled in us love for our country, ever
taught us hate or vengeance, I never heard them get
drawn into inappropriate language or mud-slinging
against the enemy.33
Panaﬁeu draws attention to the recurrent themes, which
we ﬁnd in the archives of the Commission for Relief in Belgium headed by Herbert Hoover: the concern for detail in
representation of weapons, the repetition of patriotic symbols, the reproduction of racist propaganda. Thus, he writes,
words painted on an anonymous watercolour in which colonial
troops appear (“Turco: after the war, I’m going to bring you to
my country because I really like the boches ... roasted on the
spit!”) convey “the typical racist cliché of African cannibalism.”
Exclusions, killings, humiliations: the dark tendency of childhood expression divided the art critics at the start of the century,
contemporaries of the Alsatian teacher, as well as psychologists,
philosophers, and artists. On the one hand, some, like Picasso
and later Georges Bataille, regarded destruction as an integral
part of human development, going so far as to consider the juvenile scribbling as an “exemplary” sign of the desire to destroy. On
the other hand, the supporters of an “educational optimism” rec45
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ommended that parents and educators discourage this violence.
In 1930, to represent this “other childhood drawing,” George
Bataille chose reproductions of Abyssinian children’s scribbling,
likely brought back by ethnologist friends and travellers.34
Let’s return to the humanitarians. From the very start of
its reconstruction projects in central Europe with children of
former enemies in 1919, the “Save the Children Fund” (SCF)
involved educators convinced of the usefulness of drawing. For
the SCF idealists, the artistic expression of children from Vienna
receiving aid from the Quakers represented a means of establishing the humanity of yesterday’s enemies.35 Posted in Vienna
by the SCF, Bertram Hawker, an Anglican pastor and promoter
of the Montessori methods and partisan of the ideas of the British reformists of the “Arts and Crafts,” took interest in an artist
from the Art nouveau movement and colleague of Gustav Klimt,
Franz Cizek. Cizek, who taught art to youth at the town’s school
of arts and crafts starting in 1897, shared Hawker’s passion for
the educational ideas of William Morris. His methods fostered
the free expression of young creators.36 Hawker “believed that
if he could get an exhibition of the work of his children touring
round England, he could kill two birds with one stone — raise
funds for Vienna and revolutionize art teaching in Great Britain.”37 Hawker entrusted the preparation of the exhibit to his
compatriot Francesca Wilson, a pioneer of humanitarian work
who had arrived in Vienna earlier to help the Quakers. In 1921,
she presented in London an exhibit of drawings produced by
Cizek’s students between the ages of ten and 15, while looking after producing postcards and pamphlets to accompany the
drawings.
The 1921 exhibit represented a key moment in the history
of showing children’s artwork in art galleries, which had begun in
the United Kingdom in the previous century. The catalogue, The
Child as Artist: Some Conversations with Professor Cizek, entwined
Wilson’s text and reproductions of wood carvings. Hawker’s
educational ambition was realized when, over the course of the
next decade, the academic authorities of London endorsed these
new methods themselves and applied them to the entire public
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school system. The SCF exhibit travelled to Glasgow and Dublin
and to more than 40 towns and cities, together with collection
boxes and information material on the plight of Vienna. It then
left for the United States and Canada, where it would remain for
ﬁve years: it is under this aegis that Cizek’s methods made their
entrance in North America.38
The Child as Artist also attracted attention to the sophistication of the young artists and the aesthetic value of children’s art.
This attitude continues to drive many of the uses of the artworks
today, from their preservation in an artistic institution of northern England (the drawings are now part of an archival collection
of the Yorkshire Sculpture Park) to their reproductions in the
writings of fellow historians of humanitarian aid. As a result, the
circulation of childhood images related to humanitarian reconstruction work, fundraising, and promoting universal standards
was, and remains, an integral part of the development and dissemination of the idea of children’s artwork as artistic expression
worthy of attention. Franz Cizek participated in a movement
that art historian Emmanuel Pernoud calls the “invention of children’s drawing,” in his book of the same name. To Wilson, Cizek
conﬁded that “after ﬁfteen, children as a rule lose their spontaneity
and become ordinary. Until then their ideas grow like wildﬂowers in a
wood — naïve, untrained, gaily coloured …” Wilson added, “so many
children, he implied, are not allowed to have a proper Spring.”39 To consider children’s drawings as original expression aligned with the
strong belief of the SCF humanitarians that it was important to
protect childhood as a special, original, key time, worthy of an
attention that went beyond the borders and hostilities of adults.
This is the spirit that led them to draft the 1924 Declaration of
the Rights of the Child, recognizing that the autonomous will of
young people was worthy of understanding and protection by an
international institution.40
Hawker’s second wager was won: he returned to the Quakers working in Vienna the proceeds from the exhibit to fund
projects sponsored by the SCF.41 The artistic productions of
young recipients of international aid would also spruce up the
pages of the monthly publication of the Save the Children Fund,
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The World’s Children. In the eyes of the current and potential
donors of the Save the Children Fund, the drawings, like the
art of the Belgian children sent to the United States a few years
earlier, represented a window into the lives of the children that
their offerings helped. For the good of humanitarian fundraising,
the concept of childhood expression as a reproduction of reality
free of artiﬁce helped reach distant donors. It appears that many
found satisfaction in feeling the experience of the recipients of
their donations, without any clear intermediary. This predilection of philanthropists, large and small, young and old, for the
documentary and emotive value of childhood testimonies was
analysed by anthropologist Erica Bornstein in a study conducted
a decade ago of Canadian donors participating in a program for
children in Zimbabwe led by Plan Canada.42 The notion of the
impartial eye of innocent children free from the responsibilities
of their seniors strengthened the perception of the impartiality of
humanitarians, crucial for fundraising.
Like photographer Jean Mohr and teacher Robert Aller,
Francesca Wilson found comfort in the joy of the children’s
drawings at a time when her work in the ﬁeld was ﬁlled with
suffering. In her memoirs, published a quarter of a century after
her time in Vienna, the humanitarian worker associated with the
Save the Children Fund wrote about the students of the Cizek
workshop that “this contact with youth gave a special glow to
my Vienna days — so that even now when I think of them, it
isn’t starvation and relief work that come into my mind, but the
laughter and gaiety of gifted children.”43
Originating from central Europe, carried out in the media
of the moment and the place, images that testiﬁed to speciﬁc
cultural graphic traditions were often used by humanitarians as
a universal idiom. For his weekend lessons offered free of charge,
Cizek would attract only interested youth, whom he coached
through discussions, encouragement, and an aesthetic education
anchored in a speciﬁc culture. Paradoxically, for his students’
work to keep the rhythmic and chromatic qualities he associated
with children, his method required a work of plastic education,
as well as thematic and formal restrictions. These prerequisites
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limited the idea of universality. Coming from another direction,
anthropologist Margaret Mead, a contemporary of Wilson and
Cizek, would share similar views regarding the ideas of purity
and immediacy in childhood expression. From her travels in New
Guinea during the early 1930s, she concluded that children left
amongst themselves, removed from adults, tended more toward
realism. She also observed that children raised in a culture penetrated by the supernatural did not show the same penchant
for creative imaginative drawings as the young artists from the
North.44 As a result, the 35,000 childhood artistic productions
that Mead brought back to the United States appeared to be
more bleak and prosaic than the pieces from the Cizek collection.
The drawings from Manus, which are now part of the Library
of Congress collection, were not as popular in their time as the
Viennese works.
With a return to peace, the humanitarians of the Save the
Children International Union (SCIU), which grouped together
the many national SCF chapters, refocused their energies toward
the promotion of universal standards for children. In 1927, three
years after the adoption of their Declaration of the Rights of the
Child by the League of Nations, they launched a global drawing contest for children through the national committees and in
conjunction with the International Bureau of Education. This
involved illustrating the meaning that the new international
prerogatives of the Declaration would have in the eyes of their
recipients. The call was the act of reformists concerned about
“popularizing and disseminating” the content of the Declaration,
to ensure that children themselves were aware of their new prerogatives.45 The SCIU received drawings from 12 countries, with
widely varying degrees of participation: for example, 24,000
Mexican children and 57,000 French children entered the competition. A jury comprising two educators, a ﬁne arts promoter,
a pedagogue, and the vice-president of SCIU awarded medals to
the best drawings selected by the national committees, organized
an exhibit of the works received in Geneva, and chose to reproduce some of them to illustrate The Declaration of Geneva and the
Child,46 a work that would present the international agreement
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from the viewpoint of the holders of the new rights of children.
The collection of 1,500 pieces was quickly dismantled when the
SCIU sent most of the drawings back to participating organizations so that they could exhibit the art themselves.
The educator Janusz Korczak, known as one of the fathers
of children’s rights, was a member of the Polish child protection committee that organized the contest in his country, and
published in its wake a brochure on La Déclaration des Droits de
l’enfant dans la créativité infantile, which also included drawings
from the contest.47 In their time, it thus appears, these drawings
were of special value in teaching and representation. The few
works still available to researchers appear to belong for the most
part to Cizek’s traditions of “educational optimism.” At Carleton
University where I teach, the Landon Pearson Centre archives on
children’s rights contains a similar publication, printed 50 years
later, which shows the drawings of young Canadians called by the
collective “All About Us/Nous autres, Inc.,” to illustrate the articles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, on
the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of its adoption.48 Much
later, by including among children’s rights the right to artistic expression, the 1989 Convention of the Rights of the Child
(Article 31) would reinforce the relationship between drawing
and humanitarian work.49 Today social workers and anthropologists from South Africa, such as Jenny Doubt, even use children’s
drawings as an alternative means of responding to the growing
demand of governments and non-governmental organizations
for detailed measures of the impacts of their donations.50
The Spanish Civil War
The resumption of hostilities in Europe at the time of the Spanish
Civil War was an opportunity for humanitarians to use drawing
as one of the tools of their protection and rehabilitation efforts.
Pioneers of this work, husband and wife Françoise and Alfred
Brauner, paciﬁsts and Republican sympathizers, a physician and
an educator respectively, facilitated, collected, and disseminated
thousands of drawings from war-torn Spain.51 The works were
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primarily collected in Republican refuges for children evacuated
from regions that had fallen victim to civilian bombardments,
and run by members of Republican brigades at rest or injured.
In these cases, drawing could serve as a means of starting a conversation: this is how some children cared for by the Brauners
progressed from black scribblings to more differentiated depictions as they were able to come out of the mutism resulting from
their war experience. Drawing was thus able to help the children
cope with what had happened to them. In the aftermath of psychologists’ and philosophers “inventors of children’s drawing,”
the Brauners considered the end drawing as an effort to make
sense of the world, the result of a search for meaning. In their
therapeutic work, they discovered that one of the only ways to
pull the children most afﬂicted by the war out of their silence was
to convince them of the existence of a place, at home, where there
would be hope, and where they would be expected to return. The
action of the adults of the refuges revealed the extent to which
the psychological work of rehabilitation was inevitably political.
Like in the case of the creators observed later by another therapist, Robert Cole, cited above, the Brauners’ activity would open
a window on the childhood perception of public life, richer and
more open than the understanding of the authors of the Declaration of the Rights of the Child of 1924.
Alfred Brauner had received from the Commissioner of War
the assignment of writing , along with his ofﬁcial photographer,
a book that would testify to the action of the brigades with refugee children. Impressed by their drawings, Brauner decided to
work with the children himself. He also launched a drawing program for all Catalan schools on three themes: “my life before the
war; how I see the war; my life after the war,” which enabled him
to gather more than 10,000 drawings. Many were sent to the
rest of Europe and America by humanitarian organizations committed to obtaining material and moral support for Republican
refugees. The most famous of these efforts to disseminate Spanish drawings is the little book entitled They Still Draw Pictures!
introduced by writer and paciﬁst philosopher Aldous Huxley for
the American Quakers in charge of the Spanish Child Welfare
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Association of America. To raise money and save children’s lives,
the author provides a commentary on their content. Like Cizek,
Huxley suggests that the children’s use of colour and shape
when they are left to themselves makes them artists until adolescence. He wonders at their ability to perceive and convey scenes
of war and peace in a sensible, dramatic, comprehensive, and
simultaneous way. For the general public, as for the sociologist
and historian, the candid portraits of murderous airplanes bear
witness to “the world’s collective crime and madness.”52 This
adventure left traces in Canadian archives: the fonds of Canadian
communist Albert MacLeod, founder of the Canadian Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, contains drawings that are now
the object of an online exhibit.53 One can understand how such
representations of the war through the eyes of the child, interweaving innocence and horror, had a shock value that met the
goals of the Brauner spouses, whose work was related to paciﬁst
convictions. Seen from this perspective, the popularity of these
drawings with the humanitarian public may have a more interesting dimension than the simple voyeurism that troubles the
McLeod Group: the drawings’ diffusion would allow children in
difﬁculty to convey a relatively independent message to audiences also seeking to understand the nature of conﬂicts.
The archiving and curation of the Spanish drawings provide
the opportunity to reﬂect on the conservation of these documentary sources. Like the First Nations on Vancouver Island, many
Spanish associations are proudly preserving and rediscovering
these documents. The Brauners themselves became collectors of
war drawings from everywhere: the pieces that are part of their
publication, J’ai dessiné la guerre, go back to the Boer War. This
collection was recently put online and has become the subject of
a deep and innovative analysis. The Enfants-Violence-Exil (EVE)
team is studying “the perspective of children in war.” The group is
looking, amongst other things, at the question of the interpretation of these drawings. A series of interviews with Alfred Brauner
offering his comments as he looks at selected pieces accompanies
the collection: we see how the couple observed the order in which
a child was drawing, and the gestures of the child, in their effort
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to understand the young refugees.54 Such information harvested
in the ﬁeld is precious for the analysis. During World War II, the
Brauners continued to work in France helping children evacuated from Germany and Austria. When the time came to exhibit
the drawings of their pupils, they chose only those that depicted
the conﬂict; however, as writes one of the members of the EVE
group, the representations of domestic scenes must also be studied, in another way, as drawings of war.55 It is also interesting to
know that the Brauners would later become specialists in the
treatment of autism, and that an undertaking started through
humanitarian urgency had great impact in times of peace.
The Colonial Wars of Liberation
Children’s drawings from the wars of colonial liberation were
used as a curative method by Martinique anti-colonialist psychiatrist, soldier, and theorist Franz Fanon, in a way not unlike
that of the Brauners.56 The works of young Algerian refugees
who were orphans or not accompanied, housed in Tunisian children’s houses run by the provisional government of the Algerian
Republic, were brought back to France by French anti-colonialist ﬁlmmaker René Vautier. Two colleagues set them in motion
and used accounts from children as a soundtrack.57 The short
ﬁlm J’ai huit ans “marked a critical intersection between radical
psychiatry and activist cinema.” 58 The violence appears through
graphic and oral testimonies. Fanon’s use of the drawings was
therapeutic: the “visualisation” of what was troubling them,
through speech, writing, or drawing, could help refugees, adults
and children, face their experiences. The belief of the two ﬁlmmakers, as well as that of Italian philanthropist Giovanni Pirelli
who published dozens of these drawings, was that the accusatory force of the child’s perspective had a “dramatic potential”
that would provoke indignation: boys and girls displayed an
unescapable knowledge of torture and gratuitous acts of humiliation of civilians that many, in metropolitan France, refused
to recognize.59 The ﬁlm incorporated a photo of a boy looking
straight at the camera and for the beneﬁt of the metropolitan
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audience, the idiom of their words was French, the children’s
second language. In this corpus, as in the accounts drawn by
children evacuated from Spain in the 1930s, the depth of the
children’s political commitment appears, far from the ideal of
innocence associated with children by simplistic humanitarianism. Finally the ﬁlm, according to analyst Nicholas Mirzoeff,
represents an act of memory and commemoration of the war in
the rural regions and stands as proof of the success of anticolonial
resistance. The French police early on recognized this function
of the ﬁlm, which was seized and banned from the country’s
screens until 1973. J’ai huit ans earned many accolades from the
time it became available.
As in the case of its written relative, Les enfants d’Algérie,
the creators of the ﬁlm give way to the children’s voices and
images. This anonymity of the production team emphasizes the
oral and pictorial expression and “reinforc[es] the impression of
direct testimonial connection between reader and child, as well
as integrating the children’s collective testimony into the collective voice of the FLN [Front de libération nationale].”60 Like the
drawings collected by Save the Children in Vienna, those from
the Tunisian children’s houses were shown as universal testimonies, representing all Algerian children, when the collection was
actually a selection, based on the theme of the works (the war)
and the accessibility of the children, the 3,000 residents of the
urban children’s houses being different from the 14,000 children
from refugee camps on the borders.
Epilogue and Conclusion
It was a meeting with Meyer Brownstone, Director of Oxfam
Canada from 1975, that pushed me to pull together the ﬁndings on children’s drawings collected until then through various
research. The drawings and artifacts that he brought back from
the Salvadorian refugee camps in Honduras in the 1980s represent in part mementos.61 One of the ﬁrst documents he showed
me was drawn by a child whom he had befriended. The accompanying text, plausibly written by the boy, reads:
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Martha girl (Martha chica could also mean kill the girl)
— Here it is the camps, the soldiers come in to hit
people and kill the boys and girls — they killed a girl
by punching and kicking her — we refugees have difﬁculty because the soldiers surround the camp and we
cannot leave the camp because they may be killed.62
Brownstone could not ﬁnd the child again on his subsequent
trip, and he fears that he was killed. Over the same years, French
people associated with the Brauners and founders of Enfants
Réfugiés du Monde went to the same region, in Chiapas camps that
were welcoming refugees from another civil war, to work with
Guatemalan children. They also brought back children’s drawings from their expeditions. Today, their own research includes
a fascinating series of recent interviews with the creators of the
drawings from 30 years ago whom they were able to track down,
and who recall, like the survivors of Alberni Residential School,
the circumstances in which they drew.63 In this case, drawings
have also become triggers for memory.
In Honduras, as in the Spanish shelters of the 1930s, the
artistic productions from the camps came in part from the need
to keep the children busy and eventually to educate them in precarious circumstances, a constructive and long-term undertaking
that concorded with the principles of Oxfam. For humanitarians,
like photographer Jean Mohr and Director Meyer Brownstone,
the drawing were not only a portrayal of hope, but also a proof
that these communities had the capacity to help themselves.
Other drawings took the route of an exhibition organized by
Canadian teachers, whose catalogue ﬁgures in Brownstone’s
collection. More optimistic and less shocking, these drawings
participated in a work of international solidarity between workers in the same occupation, similar to what Oxfam Canada was
undertaking at the time with ﬁshermen, nurses, and farmers.
These circulations of children’s drawings are part of a panoply
of means for mobilization of Canadians from whom Oxfam was
seeking support, next to the songs of Bruce Cockburn, able to
communicate urgent realities directly through the senses.
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The images brought back by Brownstone are now popular amongst members of the Salvadorian diaspora of Canada,
who use his archives to understand their past.64 Other Canadian
diasporas who, as often, provide the backbone of humanitarian
relations, have used children’s drawings: this is the case of a small
book on the children of Sierra Leone in war, presenting late 1990s
works gathered by a Canadian teacher of Sierra Leonean origin,
thanks to his long-time involvement within the community of
African teachers.65 From the hundred or so drawings brought
back to Canada, the publishers chose a dozen works for publication, including the illustration of a rape, with similar intentions
to those of Huxley in Spain and the creators of J’ai huit ans on
the Algerian War. In 2014, to talk of rape in times of war, the
creators of the small introductory video at the London summit
on sexual violence in regions of conﬂict simulated the language
of children’s drawing.66 The choice raised questions, but it is also
true that adults who might not have had the chance to draw
when they were young may draw like children.67
The drawings dear to Brownstone, like the collections
obtained by Pearson’s colleagues, and many others, are still awaiting analysis. To summarize, understood from the perspective of
the cases examined here, the drawings rescued from the worst
situations have multiple roles to play for the history of childhood
expression and that of the humanitarian sector. At the time of
their production, they served to procure for afﬂicted children, or
those in a situation of profound inequality, avenues of protection,
understanding of the world, play, expression or self-respect, and
participation in public life and transnational exchanges. Once presented to a humanitarian audience, images produced by children
continue to offer opportunities of communication, recognition,
and remedy for injustices. In a post-colonial context, reappropriated by their original communities, they can build bridges for
the transmisison of memories and the reinforcement of cultures.
Finally, as artistic expressions, they present material for a critical
reﬂection on neglected aspects of modern art and its frontiers.
I hope that this voyage through a corpus of drawings produced in humanitarian contexts will help you take the time to
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look at the next delivery of the genre with interest, and that
these documents have become a little more eloquent, beyond the
cynicism, horror, or wonderment they rarely fail to provoke.
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